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INTRODUCTION
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is aimed at making neighborhoods within walking distance of transit
stations that are environmentally sustainable, support physical activity by promoting land use mix, and
provide affordable housing options for residents of all race and class backgrounds. Higher numbers of
employees and residents in close proximity to transit stations also increases the number of potential transit
riders, facilitating greater returns on transit investments. However, TOD in the United States is primarily
marketed towards empty nesters and childless Generation Xers and Millennials, who may be willing to give
up larger homes in the suburbs for proximity to cultural resources in the urban core. These marketing
strategies generally ignore low-income people, minorities, and families, all of whom are also included in the
stated values of TOD. With a rising population and a renewed interest in public transit systems, it is
becoming increasingly important for planners to understand the impacts of implementing TOD projects. In
most cases, neighborhoods already exist in the areas where TODs are proposed. If these current
communities are primarily minority, low income, or otherwise vulnerable, planners must consider and
mitigate gentrification concerns.
This study aims to add to existing literature on TOD by quantifying demographic changes near rail stations
in the United States between 2000 and 2010. Changes in station areas are considered in relation to changes
at the wider metropolitan level to understand how the presence of a rail station influences demographic
change. By investigating some of the characteristics of gentrification, this study provides insights for
planners, policy makers, and advocates considering how a rail or TOD project might impact their existing
neighborhoods.
This paper begins with a brief literature review detailing existing research on changes near rail stations.
Section Two describes the methodology used in this study to quantify changes near rail stations and develop
an index separating station area changes from background demographic changes. The following section
presents findings on total population and housing units, racial and ethnic changes, age shifts, household
structure, and housing tenure. Section Four presents case studies of the policies impacting changes in two
cities with similar transit systems: Sacramento and Minneapolis-St. Paul. The paper concludes with a
summary of findings and suggestions for future research.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW
The three pillars of sustainability are environment, economy, and equity. While TOD embodies the first two
of these qualities, it is imperative that transit’s equity impacts are not ignored; when promoting TOD
policies, it is important to consider who benefits. TOD promotes density near transit stations,
simultaneously making transit more accessible to residents and placing destinations of interest within
walking distance. However, the environmental benefits of increased transit use are not without equity
concerns; while locational decisions and home prices are complex phenomena, evidence suggests that
TOD’s place-based approach to urban revitalization increases residential property values 1 , 2 , 3 These
additional expenses are particularly problematic for the residents who depend on transit the most: lowincome and elderly people living on fixed-incomes. Even if property values remain stable, the density
promoted by TOD policies often leads to high-rise buildings, which are more likely to be rental units than
are single-family detached houses. Costs of homeownership are generally steady, and homeowners accrue
1

Debrezion, G., Pels, E., & Rietveld, P. (2007). The Impact of Railway Stations on Residential and Commercial Property
Value: A Meta-analysis. The Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, 35(2), 161-180.
2 Hess, D., & Almeida, T. (2007). Impact of Proximity to Light Rail Rapid Transit On Station-area Property Values in
Buffalo, New York. Urban Studies, 44(5-6), 1041-1068.
3 Armstrong, Jr., R. (1994). Impacts of Commuter Rail Service as Reflected in Single-Family Residential Property
Values. Transportation Research Board, Record No. 1466, 88-98.
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equity in their property; when property tax becomes prohibitively expensive, owners can sell their property.
Rental expenditures, on the other hand, can increase rapidly as a result of market conditions, presenting a
great deal of risk.4
Research regarding the land use changes near rail stations has found that population grows faster near rail
stations than in surrounding regions, and station areas are denser with smaller average household sizes.
Rail stations seem to have varying impacts on total employment. Conflicting findings are presented
regarding change in automobile ownership, but evidence consistently supports the rising threat presented
by increasing house prices. Previous reports find that station areas have different racial and ethnic
compositions than surrounding regions but that these may not be largely impacted by the construction of
rail stations.
One study, prepared by the Center for Transit Oriented Development for the Federal Transportation
Authority (FTA) examines decennial Census information from 2000 and 2010 for areas within a half-mile
of heavy and light rail, commuter rail, streetcars, ferries, and bus rapid transit. 5 The report finds that
between 2000 and 2010, total population near the 4,416 station areas investigated increased by 6% while
the number of households grew 8%. The number of 1- and 2-person households increased in station areas,
but the number of 3-person households decreased 8%. In small systems, those with fewer than 25 stations,
the number of housing units per acre increased 23%. The report also finds that people living in station areas
are less likely to own cars and more likely to commute by transit. While the percentage of household income
that was spent on housing and transportation rose in most transit regions, this growth was smaller in station
areas. The report also finds that the number of jobs in station areas rose 24%, driven primarily by system
expansion. With the exception of three case studies (Chicago’s orange line, Portland’s Interstate and
Eastside MAX lines, and Denver’s Southeast corridor) the FTA report does not investigate demographic
shifts (i.e. race, age, income) occurring near transit stations during this period.
A report funded by the Rockefeller Foundation and published by the Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional
Policy at Northeastern University addresses issues of diversity in Transit-Rich Neighborhoods to determine
the extent of gentrification and displacement in areas with transit investments. 6 Demographic changes are
measured in 42 transit stations in 12 metropolitan areas throughout the country that made initial rail
investments between 1990 and 2000. Particularly in neighborhoods with light rail investments, which were
more likely to be placed in low-income neighborhoods than were heavy-rail investments, rents rose faster
than metropolitan averages and housing units were more likely to become owner-occupied. Racial
composition remained the same in most neighborhoods. This report stresses that transit investment has
significant potential to displace low-income renters as they are priced out in favor of higher-income, carowning residents. Even when displacement does not occur, rapidly rising rents require households to spend
a higher percent of their income, creating potentially burdensome housing costs. Together, these impacts
serve to harm transit-dependent populations.
An earlier study, published by M. E. Kahn in 2007, studied changes between 1970 and 2000 in 14 cities
with rail expansions.7 The study compared Census tracts that were more than one mile from a rail station
in 1970 but within one mile of a rail station in 2000 to those that were never within one mile of a rail station.
The paper distinguished between park-and-ride stations and walk-and-ride stations. Census tracts that
received transit station “treatment” had lower household incomes and home prices, higher density, and a

Sinai, T., & Souleles, N. (2005). Owner-Occupied Housing as a Hedge against Rent Risk. Quarterly Journal of
Economics, 120(2), 763-789.
5 Trends in transit-oriented development 2000-2010 (2014). No. 0050. Federal Transit Administration.
6 Pollack, S., Bluestone, B., & Billingham, C. (2010). Maintaining diversity in America’s transit-rich neighborhoods:
Tools for equitable neighborhood change. Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Policy.
7 Kahn, M. E. (2007). Gentrification Trends in New Transit-Oriented Communities: Evidence from 14 Cities that
Expanded and Built Rail Transit Systems. Real Estate Economics, 35(2), 155-182.
4
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higher proportion of population in poverty than Census tracts that were never near rail stations. Census
tracts with new walk-and-ride stations had the highest proportions of African American and Hispanic
residents. Impacts of rail stations on home prices and the proportion of the population that was collegeeducated varied by city. Areas near walk-and-ride stations in Boston and Washington, D.C., did experience
gentrification, while Los Angeles and Portland did not experience these changes. Conversely, park-and-ride
stations were often correlated with increases in poverty rates.
A fourth study, published by the Center for Transit-Oriented Development (CTOD), investigated change in
employment within ½-mile of rail stations from 2002-2008. 8 This study drew upon the Longitudinal
Employment and Household Dynamic database to examine job growth by NAICS sector near transit
stations and in the entire metropolitan area to determine which employment industries were likely to be
transit-oriented. They found that in the 34 metropolitan areas studied, the ½-mile within transit stations
witnessed an employment increase of 1% - lower than regional employment growth. The government sector
was the most likely to locate near transit, with 42% of all public sector jobs located in station areas. Thirtysix percent of jobs in professional, scientific, and technical services were located in station areas, and retail
and production, distribution and repair industries were also present in large numbers. Employment in three
sectors grew faster in station areas than in transit regions: utilities; information; and arts, entertainment,
and recreation. Knowledge-based and professional jobs are far more likely than industrial and
manufacturing jobs to locate in proximity to transit.
This report aims to add to previous studies by expanding the Dukakis Center’s report on demographic
change to cover the more extensive list of station areas presented in the 2014 FTA report. Understanding
the changes in race and age structure near rail stations will allow current planners and advocates to identify
potential impacts of placing rail stations in currently-unserved neighborhoods. Presenting data from
systems of all sizes allows these findings to be applicable to many more communities than the previous
Dukakis Center report.

2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology section of this report will expand upon four topics: data sources, demographic data
allocation methodologies, creation of a change index, and an introduction of case studies.

Data Sources
To effectively evaluate this study’s research questions, the first step was to identify the geographic location
of station areas, and the second step was to quantify demographic change. To effectively address these steps,
data requirements included exact locations of rail stations, demographic data for 2000, and demographic
data for 2010.
The geographic location of each station was collected from individual municipalities or transit agencies.
Using the list of transit agencies provided in the FTA’s 2010 report (See Appendix Figure 20) as a starting
point, websites of individual municipalities and transit agencies were searched for GIS shapefiles or GTFS
data. Where agencies provided GTFS data but no shapefiles, networks were derived from GTFS feeds using
the Display GTFS Route Shapes tool created by Melinda Morang. 9 Multiple points that clearly represented
the same station were deleted. When date of construction information was available, any stops constructed
after 2010 were removed from the analysis. Bus Rapid Transit stations were not considered in this report,
thereby excluding Eugene, Kansas City, Las Vegas, and Nashville. Data were not available for Detroit,
8

Belzer, D., Srivastava, S., & Austin, M. (2011). Transit and regional economic development. Center for TransitOriented Development.
9 Morang, M. (2014). Display GTFS Route Shapes Tool. Retrieved January 2015 from
http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=14189102b795412a85bc5e1e09a0bafa
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Harrisburg, Jacksonville, Memphis, New Orleans, and San Juan. See Appendix Table 3 for a full list of data
sources. The data collected represent 3,285 rail stations in 31 transit systems. This represents 74% of all
stations included in the 2014 FTA report.
Demographic data for this report were gathered from the 2000 and 2010 decennial Censuses. Station area
data were derived from Census Block Groups, and background region data were compiled from County data
using the methods described in the following section.

Demographic Data Allocation Methodologies
Station Areas
This study draws upon the definitions used by other studies of neighborhood change to identify reasonable
station study areas. The FTA report (2014) and the CTOD report (2011) both use a radial half-mile buffer.
The Dukakis Center report (2010) selected Census block groups if more than half of their area fell within a
half-mile of the station; stations under study were selected so approximately the same area was covered in
both study years. In the Kahn report (2007), the study area was the Census tract rather than the station
area. Metrics were compared between tracts with centroids within one mile of stations and tracts with
centroids farther than one mile from stations.
To allow comparability between this report and those published by the FTA and CTOD, and to avoid
methodological problems with applying the Dukakis Center’s definition to the full set of station areas, this
study defines station areas as the half-mile buffer around each station location. This distance is supported
by Guerra, Cervero, and Tischler (2012); 10 while they find that different catchment areas do not vary
substantially in their predictive power of station ridership, they assert that a half-mile catchment area
provides a reasonable starting point for the examination of station area population change. Because the
Census data did not align with these half-mile buffers, data manipulation was necessary. The methodology
described below (presented graphically in the Appendix Figure 21) explains the steps used to assign all
demographic variables to the station area based on the proportion of a block group that lies within the
station area.
The first step was to join demographic information from Census block groups to the geographic shapefiles.
The area, in square miles, was calculated for each block group. In step 3, a half-mile buffer was drawn
around each station location to generate a shapefile of station areas. At this point, data looked like the frame
in Figure 1 marked “Step 3.”
The union tool was then used to create a new shapefile that integrated the block groups and station areas.
Wherever two features overlap, the union creates a distinct shape and joins attributes from both shapefiles.
The outcome of running this tool is visualized in the “Step 4” frame of Figure 1. The area, in square miles,
of these new shapes was calculated. This allowed for the calculation of the percent of each block group that
fell within the station area.

10

Guerra, E., Cervero, R., & Tischler, D. (2012). Half-Mile Circle: Does It Best Represent Transit Station Catchments?
Transportation Research Board. 2276. 101-109.
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Figure 1. Demographic Data Allocation Process Screenshots

Demographic data was then assigned to each new feature based upon its size relative to the size of the block
group before the union. Take, for example, a block group that straddles the border of a station area. Forty
percent of the block group lies within the station area and sixty percent lies outside the station area. The
area-weighted calculation would assign forty percent of all demographic characteristics (total population,
White population, population ages 0-17, etc.) to the shape that lies inside the station area border and sixty
percent of all demographic characteristics to the shape that falls outside the station area border. This
assumes that all demographic characteristics are evenly distributed throughout the block group, and it
ignores the presence of water or other geographic features that prohibit development.
In step 7, the feature-to-point tool was used to generate the centroid of each exploded block group. Finally,
attributes from these centroids were summed to the station area using the summarize function. The
resulting output is a single shapefile with one feature per station area, containing the calculated
demographic breakdowns.
Because block group boundaries changed between 2000 and 2010, this process was completed separately
for each Census year.

Background Growth
Looking at changes in station areas alone is useful, but it does not account for the national or regional trends
taking place during the same time period. To accurately understand the influence of rail stations on
demographic factors, it is important to understand how these factors are changing outside of station areas
as well. While national trends could be used as one measure of background change, all metropolitan areas
in the country are not experiencing the same demographic changes. Therefore, throughout this report,
background growth is defined for the transit system by summing demographic data for all counties with at
least one rail station. These background areas are typically similar to Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
boundaries. (They are not exactly the same, as some systems are concentrated in the central county, while
other systems extend past the MSA’s boundary). The difference between station area growth and
background growth is assumed to be attributable to station area impacts, that is, some property inherent in
the station that encourages change.

7
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Study Limitations
The primary limitation with this methodology is that findings are very dependent on Census block group
boundaries, as all demographic characteristics are assumed to be evenly distributed throughout a block
group. These calculations also use gross area, so they do not account for area occupied by water or other
unbuildable land. This creates problems, particularly where block groups were enlarged between 2000 and
2010. Figure 2Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 3 provide one example of a location in
Sacramento where block groups were consolidated between 2000 and 2010. In 2000, the block group at
the center has a high population density. This population is assigned to station areas based on how much
of the block group falls within the station area. However, in 2010, this area with high population density
was consolidated into a larger block group that extends outside station area boundaries. When population
is allocated to station areas in 2010, this section has a lower population density.
The second methodology limitation is also apparent in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In many systems, station
areas overlap. Changes in these overlapping areas are disproportionately represented when changes are
averaged to the system level.

Figure 2. Example Census Block Group Population Density - 2000
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Figure 3. Example Census Block Group Population Density - 2010

While not necessarily a limitation of this report, it should be noted that changes are described as percents
or percentage point changes. Changes of the same absolute magnitude represent higher percentage changes
in areas with smaller base values in 2000; a higher percentage change does not necessarily reflect a higher
absolute change.

Index Creation
In order to identify changes that were related to the presence of a rail station rather than national or local
growth trends, change within the station area is compared to background level change. The variables
investigated as part of this study are total population, total housing units, proportion of the population that
is White, proportion of the population that is African American, proportion of the population that is
Hispanic, proportion of the population that is children, proportion of the population that is elderly, total
number of households, proportion of households that are families, proportion of housing units that are
renter-occupied, and proportion of housing units that are vacant. While the changes in each of these factors
alone is informative, the systems in this report have been ranked using a single Index of Change. The Index
is designed to identify the rate at which stations are changing differently than the surrounding counties.

9
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The formula for the index is:
= |∆

−∆

| + |∆
+ |∆

−∆
−∆

| + |∆
| + |∆

− ∆ | + |∆
−∆ |

−∆

| + |∆

−∆ |

Where subscripts s and b denote variables for the station area and background county respectively,
A= proportion of population that is African American,
H = proportion of the population that is Hispanic,
C = proportion of the population that is children,
E = proportion of the population that is elderly,
F = proportion of households that are families,
R = proportion of dwelling units that are renter occupied,
And V = proportion of dwelling units that are vacant. 11

This index has a range from zero to infinity, where lower values indicate that station areas are changing at
a rate commensurate with surrounding counties. It should be noted that this index reflects relative change
only and is not intended to make value judgments; station areas that are becoming more diverse and station
areas that are becoming less diverse can both receive high index values.

Case Studies
The majority of this study presents findings at the transit system level. However, understanding how
stations within a single transit system vary is also important. To investigate intra-system variation, this
report selected two case study cities: Sacramento and Minneapolis-St. Paul. These metropolitan areas both
implemented TOD policies in 2002-2003, allowing station areas to experience some change between the
2000 and 2010 data points. Additionally, these systems are approximately the same size; both are
comprised of between 40 and 50 station areas. Despite these similarities, the systems differ in their Index
of Change values. To identify potential causes of this variation, a literature review was conducted to identify
stations in each system with TOD policies and those without. Index of Change values were mapped to
identify how geographic location within the city and within the system influences relative change. Finally,
where information was available regarding growth as a result of TOD policies, these figures are compared
to experienced station area change between 2000 and 2010.

3. FINDINGS
Summary of Findings
Station areas do appear to be changing in a manner differently
FTA System Size Descriptions 5
than their respective metropolitan areas, but a wide array of
Extensive
325 stations or more
variation exists among transit systems and among stations within
the same system. In the aggregate, differences between station
Large
70-324 stations
area changes and background changes are not statistically
Medium
25-69 stations
significant, primarily due to large standard deviations in station
Small
Fewer than 25 stations
area changes. Small systems experienced greater percent
differences than large or extensive systems. While background population increased by an average of
10.56%, population in station areas increased by 15.05%. This finding is larger than, but consistent with,
the findings reported by the FTA’s Trends in Transit-Oriented Development report (2014). Dwelling units
increased faster than population at both geographical scales: an average of 14.23% in counties and 22.83%
Proportion White is excluded from this model because it is related to both proportion African American
(R2=0.73, p<0.001)and proportion Hispanic (R2=0.45, p=0.03)
11
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in station areas. This conclusion is consistent with the FTA’s findings that 1- and 2-person households were
growing faster than 3-person households within station areas.
Following the general national trend of racial diversification, background counties decreased the proportion
of residents who were White by 6.1 percentage points while increasing the proportion African American by
0.34 percentage points and increasing the proportion Hispanic by 3.9 percentage points. Station areas
frequently resisted these changes. On average, station areas decreased proportion White by 3.8 percentage
points, decreased proportion African American by 1.5 percentage points, and increased proportion Hispanic
by 2.1 percentage points. These findings indicate that station areas are resistant to the racial changes
affecting the nation as a whole. However, these changes are relatively small, and can be considered
consistent with the Dukakis Center’s (2010) findings that rail stations did not dramatically change the racial
composition of station areas.
The United States is also undergoing a shift in age structure. Background counties decreased proportion
children by 1.6 percentage points while increasing proportion elderly by 0.39 percentage points. Station
areas, however, decreased proportion children by 2.1 percentage points and decreased proportion elderly
by 1.1 percentage points. These findings support the theory that rail station areas are catering to workingage individuals without children. Transit is often cited as a great benefit to elderly people who are not able
to drive, but this study does not support reports of empty-nesters flocking to rail stations. More targeted
policies may be necessary to encourage and facilitate these locational decisions.
Proportion family decreased by an average of 1.5 percentage points in background counties, as the number
of millennials and baby boomers living alone is increasing. Station areas witnessed a faster decline in
proportion family, averaging 2.4 percentage points. This supports earlier findings that station areas attract
individuals without children.
In background counties, proportion of vacant dwelling units increased 2.4 percentage points while
proportion renter-occupied decreased 0.19 percentage points. At the station area level, proportion vacant
increased by 2.8 percentage points and proportion renter-occupied decreased 2.5 percentage points. These
findings disagree with beliefs that station areas were more resilient during the most recent recession.

Table 1. Summary of Findings
Background County

Station Area

P-value

Population

10.56%

15.05%

0.742

Dwelling Units

14.23%

22.83%

0.584

-6.1

-3.8

0.200

0.34

-1.5

0.258

Proportion Hispanic

3.9

2.1

0.1212

Proportion Children (0-17)

-1.6

-2.1

0.553

0.39

-1.1

0.160

-1.5

-2.4

0.5129

-0.19

-2.5

0.243

2.4

2.8

0.683

Proportion White
Proportion African American

Proportion Elderly (65+)
Proportion Family
Proportion Renter-Occupied
Proportion Vacant
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Index of Change
Figure 4 presents the Index of Change outcomes. In this graph, colors indicate the size of the transit system
as defined by the FTA report. Clearly, change in station areas in Tampa and Washington, D.C., far outpaces
background level changes in these cities. Generally, systems categorized as extensive have lower Index of
Change values than systems of other sizes. Medium systems seem to have larger differences between station
areas and counties than large or extensive systems. Small systems are dispersed throughout the range of
index values.
Index values ranged from 1.009 to 0.1826 with an average of 0.2641 and a standard deviation of 0.2694.
Values were significantly different for existing systems and those whose first stations opened post-2000. It
is logical that smaller systems would have larger Index of Change values for two reasons. First, these
systems tend to be newer, so station areas have more development potential than station areas in cities like
Boston and New York that have been built-out for decades. Additionally, station areas of small systems have
lower total populations than those in large and extensive systems; this means that changes of the same
magnitude in each area will constitute a higher percent change in small systems.

Table 2. Index Values for Existing and New Systems
Index Mean

Standard Deviation

Count

Existing Systems

0.255

0.261

3134

New Systems

0.447

0.358

151

P-value
<0.0001

To gain a better understanding of what is impacting these Index values, the following sections detail
findings from individual metrics at the system level.
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Figure 4. Graph of Index of Change by City

Change in Total Population
Overall, station areas have exceeded surrounding counties in total population growth. On average, station
areas increased population by 15.05%, while the counties witnessed an average growth of 10.56%. This
change was most pronounced in small systems, where the average difference between station area and
county increases was 20.91%. This indicates that TOD policies and market forces are succeeding in
encouraging people to locate near rail stations.
Three systems witnessed declining population in station areas: Pittsburgh (-12.85%), Sacramento (-3.4%),
and Cleveland (-2.06%). However, in the cases of Pittsburgh and Cleveland, station areas witnessed a
13 
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smaller population decline than their constituent counties. In six systems, county growth outpaced station
area growth. Sacramento witnessed a background population increase of 15.95% but a station area decline
of 3.4%. Albuquerque added 20.53% more residents to surrounding counties, but population near station
areas only grew 2.25%. While Pittsburgh’s population declined 4.55% overall, population in station areas
fell by 12.85%. Atlanta grew 8.93% overall, but station areas increased population slightly, at 0.99%. In
Dallas, county wide growth (22.49%) was faster than station area growth (16.87%). Philadelphia followed a
similar trend, with countywide growth at 4.17% and station area growth at 2.73%.
Consistent with theories about the rise of the Sunbelt, systems with the largest background growth are
Austin (36.22%), Charlotte (32.23%), Phoenix (24.25%), Tampa (23.05%) and Dallas (22.49%). Two of
these cities, Phoenix and Tampa, witnessed more than a doubling of population in station areas over the
10-year period. These two cities had the strongest station areas, growing 101.47% and 95.57% faster than
their constituent counties respectively. They are followed by Austin, where station growth exceeds county
growth by 38.67%, Denver (32.06%), and St. Louis (27.42%), which witnessed positive station area growth
despite falling county population.

Figure 5. Graph of Total Population Change by City
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Change in Total Dwelling Units
Overall, the number of dwelling units increased more than total population, consistent with nationallyfalling household size. The cities studied have an average background dwelling unit increase of 14.23%.
Station areas, comparatively, increased residential units by 22.83%. Growth at both geographical scales was
highest in cities with small systems, which had a background growth of 20.04% and a station area growth
rate of 76.8%. Cities with extensive systems, because they had more dwelling units to begin, increased by
the smallest percentage: an average of 7.07% in constituent counties and 13.88% in station areas. These
findings imply that station areas are attractive locations for residential development, partially as a result of
TOD policies.
Cities with the highest background growth are Austin, Charlotte, Phoenix, Tampa, and Salt Lake City. No
cities had a decline in background dwelling units. Three cities had a growth in station area dwelling units
of more than 100%: Tampa (322%), Phoenix (168%), and Austin (102%). These are also the cities that
expressed the greatest discrepancy between background growth and station area growth, followed by Little
Rock and Denver. With the exception of Salt Lake City, these are the same cities that witnessed the largest
station area differential for total population.

Figure 6. Graph of Dwelling Unit Change by City
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Pittsburgh is the only city to witness a decline in station area dwelling units, but station areas grew more
slowly than their surrounding counties in four other cities: Albuquerque, Sacramento, Philadelphia, and
Atlanta. In Atlanta and Philadelphia, background growth was less than 1% more than station area growth,
but larger changes are apparent in Sacramento and Albuquerque, which both have station area impacts of
more than 12%.

Change in Proportion White
This section, and those that follow, presents measures in percentage point change rather than percent
change. For example, a shift that increased the White proportion of the population from 50% to 52% would
be reported as a 2 percentage point change (compared to a 4% change). This allows for comparisons that
more accurately reflect changes in demographic makeup. Saying that White population increased by 4%
does not necessarily indicate that a larger portion of the population is White, as other racial or ethnic groups
may be growing faster than 4%. However, saying that the proportion of the population that is White
increased by 2 percentage points does indicate that the White population is increasing faster than other
racial or ethnic groups.
Nationally, the proportion of the population that is White is declining. This is evident in background county
growth, which was negative for every system investigated (ranging from -2.7 to -10.5 percentage points).
Overall, background demographic changes account for an average 6.1 percentage point decline in
proportion White. Station areas witness a smaller decline in proportion White, averaging 3.8 percentage
points.
Twenty-three of the 31 systems included in this study have a positive station influence, indicating that the
proportion White fell more slowly than the background counties. For 7 of these 23 systems, the proportion
White actually rose near station areas, in opposition to these national trends; these stations are Tampa,
Little Rock, Denver, Albuquerque, Buffalo, Atlanta, and Los Angeles.
In 8 systems, proportion White fell more in station areas in background counties: Washington D.C.,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New Jersey Transit, Baltimore, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Cleveland, and Salt Lake
City.
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Figure 7. Graph of Change in Proportion White by City

Change in Proportion African American
In 2000, systems had an average African American proportion of 16.57%. Throughout the decade, this fell
by 0.3 percentage points. Station areas, in contrast, had an average proportion African American of 18.07%,
falling 1.4 percentage points by 2010. In the aggregate, this indicates that African American people make
up a higher percentage of people in station areas than constituent counties, but this gap is shrinking.
Differences between county and station area trends are greatest in small systems, followed by large systems.
Despite these averages, 20 systems have a background increase in proportion African American. However,
proportion African American increased at the station area level in only 7 systems. The biggest differences
are apparent in small systems, where background trends increased proportion African American by 0.65
percentage points, while it fell an average of 6.8 percentage points in station areas.
Cities with a positive station influence indicate that proportion African American is increasing faster or
falling slower in station areas. These systems are Philadelphia, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Phoenix, Pittsburgh,
Salt Lake City, and Chicago.
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Conversely, cities with a negative station influence are areas where proportion African American has fallen
more (or risen less) in station areas than in counties. The cities where proportion African American has
fallen more in station areas are Washington D.C., Little Rock, Tampa, Charlotte, and Buffalo. In opposition
to findings from the Dukakis Center report (2010), it appears that in some cities, rail stations do have an
impact on the racial composition of station areas.

Figure 8. Graph of Change in Proportion African American by City
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Change in Proportion Hispanic
In 2000, an average of 15.60% of background population was Hispanic. At the county level, this grew, on
average, 3.9 percentage points by 2010. Station areas, however, started with a proportion Hispanic of
16.70% and rose by 2.1 percentage points. The largest difference between background and station area
changes was found among small systems, where counties grew by 0.47 percentage points and station areas
grew by 4.7 percentage points.
No counties have a decline in the proportion Hispanic. In 20 systems, station area proportion Hispanic
grew less than county proportion Hispanic. In another 6 systems, proportion Hispanic fell in station areas.
These systems were Tampa, Houston, Phoenix, Albuquerque, Washington D.C., and Denver.

Figure 9. Graph of Change in Proportion Hispanic by City
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Change in Proportion Children
On average, 25.49% of the population of the cities under study in this report were under the age of 18.
Throughout the course of the decade, the proportion children fell by 1.6 percentage points. Station areas
began with an average proportion children of 20.37%, which fell by 2.1 percentage points. This shift was
most prominent in small systems, where proportion children fell by 1.3 percentage points in counties and
4.1 percentage points in station areas.
Two cities, Austin and Charlotte, increased their background proportion children throughout the decade,
but proportion children decreased in station areas for every system. Eleven cities have station areas where
proportion children fell more slowly than in respective counties. Cities where station area change most
outpaced county change are Tampa, Little Rock, Washington D.C., Austin, and Denver. These findings
indicate that rail stations throughout the country are not attracting or retaining parents with children.

Figure 10. Graph of Change in Proportion Children by City

Change in Proportion Elderly
In 2000, the cities investigated in this report had an average proportion elderly of 11.18%. Over the course
of the decade, this proportion grew by 0.39 percentage points. Conversely, station areas began with an
average proportion elderly of 11.90%, which fell by 1.14 percentage points by 2010. These findings imply
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that reports of Baby Boomers flocking to live in transit-supported neighborhoods are not representative of
all rail stations.
Seven cities witnessed a background drop in proportion elderly – Norfolk, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Buffalo,
Tampa, St. Louis, and Cleveland. However, Proportion elderly was much more likely to fall in station areas;
27 systems have a decline in proportion elderly. The systems that increased proportion elderly in station
areas are Pittsburgh, Sacramento, Albuquerque, and Cleveland.
In all systems except Pittsburgh, Sacramento, Cleveland, and Philadelphia, proportion elderly fell more in
station areas than in the counties as a whole. Systems with the largest difference between county change
and station area change are Tampa, Phoenix, Portland, Austin, and Baltimore.
Pittsburgh and Cleveland display a pattern of falling elderly proportions in counties but rising elderly
proportions in station areas – the opposite of all other systems included in this study.

Figure 11. Graph of Change in Proportion Elderly by City
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Change in Proportion Family
The Census classifies households as family or non-family. Family households are those with members
related by birth, marriage, or adoption. In 2000, 64.99% of all households in the cities studied were
classified as families; 54.27% of households in station areas were family households. Following national
trends, proportion family fell 1.5 percentage points in counties. Changes in station areas were larger, with
proportion family falling 2.4 percentage points over the course of the decade. The largest changes are seen
in small systems, where counties decline 1.7 percentage points and station areas decline 5.9 percentage
points. These findings are also supported by the declining population to housing unit ratio discussed above.
Only 3 cities have a background growth in proportion family: Sacramento, San Francisco, and Dallas. Three
cities have a station area growth in proportion family: Portland, San Diego, and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Systems where proportion family fell fastest in station areas are Tampa, Washington D.C., Austin, and
Denver.

Figure 12. Graph of Change in Proportion Family by City
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Change in Proportion Renter
Per Census designations, housing units may be either occupied or vacant. Occupied housing units are
further disaggregated into renter-occupied and owner-occupied. As expected given the general proximity
of stations to urban core areas, renter-occupied units are far more common near station areas than in
counties as a whole. In 2000, 37.09% of all housing units at the county level were renter-occupied. In station
areas, renters occupy 53.93% of all units. While proportion renter-occupied fell for both geographies,
differences were greater in station areas. County proportion renter fell by 0.19 percentage points, while
station area proportion renter fell by an average of 2.51 percentage points. As renters are leaving station
areas faster than background counties, these findings present some evidence that station areas are prone to
gentrification.
Sixteen of the 31 cities have a background increase in proportion renter. In 9 systems, station areas
increased proportion renter. Seven of these 9 lie in cities where background proportion renter increased.
Eight systems have positive station area influences, indicating that station areas attract renters at a greater
rate than background change would suggest. The cities with the highest station area influences are Austin,
Salt Lake City, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Denver, and Pittsburgh.
The majority of systems have negative station area influences – these are areas where proportion renter
decreases faster in station areas than in surrounding counties. Cities with the lowest station area influences
are Washington D.C., Tampa, Norfolk, Atlanta, and Little Rock.
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Figure 13. Graph of Change in Proportion Renter by City
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Change in Proportion Vacant
As a result of the recession, vacancy rates rose in both counties and station areas. In 2000, background
counties have an average proportion vacant of 6.13% while station areas have a proportion vacant of 7.23%.
By 2010, proportion vacant had risen 2.3 percentage points in constituent counties and 2.8 percentage
points in station areas. Station areas also witnessed a faster growth in total dwelling units, indicating that
some of this increased vacancy rate may be the result of newly-constructed housing units.
Discrepancies between county and station area changes were highest among small systems, fuelled
primarily by a high increase in station area vacancy in Tampa.
Albuquerque was the only city with a background decline in proportion vacant. Washington D.C. and Salt
Lake City are the only cities with a decline in proportion vacant in station areas. Six cities had negative
station area influences (that is, vacancy increased less in station areas than in background counties):
Washington D.C., Cleveland, Houston, Salt Lake City, Seattle, and Boston. Cities with the highest station
area influence (vacancy increased faster in station areas than in surrounding counties) are Tampa, Little
Rock, Norfolk, Charlotte, and Dallas.
Figure 14 presents these data in a graph.

Figure 14. Graph of Change in Proportion Vacant by City
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4. CASE STUDIES
To more fully investigate how station area changes vary within a single system and how policies might be
impacting these changes, the systems of Sacramento and Minneapolis-St. Paul were identified for further
examination. These case studies were selected because they have similarly-sized systems and population
but have very different Index of Change values. In addition, they both initiated TOD policies in 2002-2003.
Sacramento’s system consists of 48 stations and has a 2010 population of just over 450,000. Sacramento’s
Index of Change ranks 29th, with an average value of 0.197, indicating that station areas are changing in a
manner similar to surrounding counties. Minneapolis-St. Paul’s system consists of 44 stations. In 2010,
Minneapolis had a population of 380,000, while St. Paul had a population of 280,000. This system ranked
8th for Index of Change, with a value of 0.366.

Sacramento
In 2002, the Sacramento Regional Transit District (STRD) Board of Directors began a TOD project titled
Transit for Livable Communities (TLC). The objectives of this project were three-fold: to “capitalize on the
hundreds of millions invested in the existing and future light rail system; to develop informed and
enthusiastic public support for Transit Oriented Development (TOD); and to identify ways for getting TODs
built around light rail stations.” 12 As a part of this plan, SRTD generated land use recommendations for 20
of the rail stations in Sacramento’s system. Using PLACE3S software, the plan used current land values,
rents, and construction costs to calculate potential return on investment for parcels within ¼ mile of station
areas. These results were used to detect what types of projects would be economically feasible for private
developers and which might require public assistance. Recommendations were intended to support
walkable and mixed-use environments in the ¼-½ mile around station areas. This plan estimated that
development capacity existed for 14,500-36,500 homes: 6,500-14,000 on the South line, 4,000 on the
Folsom Corridor, and 4,000 on the Northeast line.
For each station area, the plan developed a future land use map and estimated the annual population growth
rate between 2000 and 2010 as well as the anticipated number of new homes and jobs available at and
unspecified full build-out date.13 Figure 15 shows the annual change proposed by the TLC plan on the y-axis
and the annual population change derived from Census data using this report’s methodology along the xaxis. It should be noted that the TLC reported on changes within ¼ mile of stations, while this report
calculated change for the ½ mile around stations. While this difference may be responsible for some of the
discrepancy presented, this graph shows that, in most cases, the TLC plan overestimated annual population
growth rates. Figure 16 shows the dwelling unit change as proposed by the TLC plan on the y-axis and the
dwelling unit change identified through this report’s methodology on the x-axis. It is reasonable that
Census-derived changes have not yet reached proposed changes, as full build-out was not expected by 2010.
The general upward slope of the trend line indicates that station areas where the TLC proposed higher
densities were more likely to increase the number of housing units.

12
13

Transit for Livable Communities. (n.d.). Retrieved February 15, 2015, from
http://www.sacrt.com/TLC/index.stm

Land Use Plan Recommendations. (n.d.). Retrieved February 15, 2015, from http://www.sacrt.com/realestate/Real
Estate Docs/Transit for Livable Communities/Section 4.pdf
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Figure 15. Graph of Sacramento's Annual Population Change by Station
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Figure 16. Graph of Sacramento's Dwelling Unit Change by Station
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Figure 17 displays the index value for each station in Sacramento’s system. Stations included in the TLC
plan are marked with squares, while all others are marked with circles. TLC stations have an average Index
of Change of 0.151, while station areas not included in the TLC plan have an average Index value of 0.229
(difference is significant at the p=0.001 level). This difference indicates that TLC stations were more likely
than non-TLC stations to follow the general pattern of changes occurring in Sacramento County. It is
important to note that stations with high Index of Change values are clustered in Downtown Sacramento.
The plan did not specify how its 20 station areas were selected for further study, but the plan does map land
owned by STRD and vacant land as one factor of development potential. Perhaps change in Sacramento is
drawn to the downtown area rather than to stations with new TOD policies. Also of note, Hazel Station,
and the three stations to the north, opened in 2005 when the Folsom Line was extended. 14 These station
areas all have Index values greater than the system’s average, potentially because these new stations
attracted residents who were different than the county’s average demographic.

14

Sangree, H. (October 16, 2005). "'All Aboard' as Folsom Says Hello to Light Rail – It's a Commuter Alternative to
Hwy. 50". The Sacramento Bee. p. B1.
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Figure 17. Map of Sacramento’s Index of Change by Station

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Minneapolis’s Hiawatha Line received a full funding agreement in 2001. Shortly thereafter, the City
imposed a development moratorium on areas along the line that did not have an approved neighborhood
development plan. Subsequently, neighborhood plans were developed for 10 of the line’s 19 stations
between 2001 and 2003. These neighborhood plans were incorporated into the City’s master plan in 2004
and 2005, with zoning changes beginning in 2006. 15 Figure 18 displays Index values for Minneapolis’
Hiawatha Line. Stations marked with squares are those where neighborhood plans were developed. Figure
19, drawn from the Center for Transit Oriented Development’s 2011 report, displays the location of
residential and mixed-use developments in the same locations between 2003 and 2009.
To some extent, areas with neighborhood plans have higher index values. Stations at the southern end of
the Hiawatha line also show high Index values, primarily because additions to their small populations
account for larger percentage changes. Stations on the north end, located in downtown Minneapolis, have

15

Rails to Real Estate: Development Patterns along Three New Transit Lines. (2011, March). Center for Transit
Oriented Development. Retrieved March 1, 2015, from
http://www.ctod.org/portal/sites/default/files/CTOD_R2R_Final_20110321.pdf
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larger base populations, and therefore require changes of greater magnitude to achieve the same percent
change. As Figure 19 shows, development is most common in the downtown area. However, station areas
with neighborhood plans – Lake St. and 46th St. – have more development than neighboring stations
without neighborhood plans (38th St. and 50th St.).

Figure 18. Map of Minneapolis-St. Paul’s Index of Change by Station
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Figure 19. Development Projects along Minneapolis' Hiawatha Line: 2003-2009

Map from Rails to Real Estate: Development Patterns along Three New Transit Lines. (2011, March). Center
for Transit Oriented Development.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The findings presented in this paper indicate that areas within ½ mile of rail stations do grow differently
than their respective counties, frequently in a way that reduces diversity. Between 2000 and 2010,
population grew faster in station areas than in background counties. Not only did the number of housing
units increase faster in station areas than in background counties, but this growth outpaced population
change, indicating a falling average household size. This supports the FTA’s findings that 1- and 2-person
households grew faster than 3-person households within station areas. Background counties witnessed a
decline in the proportion of the population that is White and an increase in the proportions of the
population that are African American and Hispanic. Station areas tended to resist these national
demographic shifts; decline in proportion White was smaller, growth in proportion Hispanic was smaller,
and the proportion of the population that is African American declined. Age structure is also changing
differently in station areas than in background counties: proportion children (age 0-17) fell faster in station
areas, and the proportion of the population that is elderly (age 65 and older) fell in station areas while rising
in surrounding counties. In addition, the proportion family fell faster in station areas than in surrounding
counties. This evidence implies transit stations are attracting working-age residents without children. While
specific stations may be successful at attracting empty-nesters, this does not appear to be a widespread
phenomenon. Station areas have slightly larger increases in vacancy rates, and the proportion renter fell
faster in station areas than surrounding counties; while this may indicate that transit stations were not
more resilient than surrounding counties during the last recession, it could also be a result of high housing
construction near stations.
An analysis of station areas in Sacramento and Minneapolis-St. Paul indicates that the relationships
between station siting, development policies, and demographic change are complex. Terminal stations and
stations in the urban core seemed to experience change that was less like the county as a whole. Forecast
growth rates did not always agree with the Census-derived changes calculated by this report’s
methodologies.
While mass transit certainly has many benefits, planners should be aware of these propensities for change
as they promote TOD policies and must think critically about how implementation may affect diversity and
equity in existing communities. Many TOD policies were enacted between 2000 and 2010. As these
programs gain legitimacy and longevity, this research should be repeated. Additional studies may seek to
investigate annual change, especially following the initial construction of rail stations. Future research that
has access to data at smaller aggregation levels could eliminate the biggest methodology limitations of this
project. Where possible, it would also be interesting to see how these demographic changes correlate with
changes in income or home prices.
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APPENDIX
Figure 20. FTA Report 0050 List of Rail Systems
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Table 3. System Location Data Sources
System Name

Stops
Included

Albuquerque

14
35
9
79

Atlanta
Austin
Baltimore

Date
Collected

12/27/2014
1/16/2015
12/27/2014
1/16/2015

Boston

144

12/27/2014

Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago

Miami

14
15
390
48
70
46
16
14
81
24

12/27/2014
12/27/2014
12/27/2014
1/16/2015
1/16/2015
1/5/2015
1/5/2015
1/16/2015
1/5/2015
1/5/2015

MinneapolisSt. Paul

44

1/5/2015

New Jersey
Transit

248

1/5/2015

New York

713
11
263
28
43
162
48

1/5/2015
1/16/2015
1/5/2015
1/5/2015
1/5/2015
1/5/2015
1/5/2015

71

1/5/2015

72

1/5/2015

401

1/5/2015

49
36
11
86

1/5/2015
1/16/2015
1/16/2015
1/16/2015

Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Houston
Little Rock
Los Angeles

Norfolk
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Sacramento
Salt Lake
City
San Diego
San
Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
Tampa
Washington
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Resource Location
http://riometro.org/maps/rail-runner-google-map
http://www.itsmarta.com/developers/data-sources/general-transit-feedspecification-gtfs.aspx
https://www.capmetro.org/datastats.aspx?id=129
http://mta.maryland.gov/content/developer-resources
Stops:http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/planning/Main/MapsDataandReport
s/Data/GISData/TrainStations.aspx
Lines:http://www.mass.gov/anf/research-and-tech/it-serv-andsupport/application-serv/office-of-geographic-informationmassgis/datalayers/mbta.html
http://metro.nfta.com/Contact/Developers.aspx
http://maps.co.mecklenburg.nc.us/openmapping/data.html
https://data.cityofchicago.org/browse?tags=rail
http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/agency/greater-cleveland-regionaltransit-authority/
received via email from Jeremy Lott
http://maps.rtd-denver.com/GisDatadownload/datadownload.aspx
http://www.h-gac.com/rds/gis-data/gis-datasets.aspx
http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/agency/central-arkansas-transitauthority/
http://developer.metro.net/introduction/gis-data/download-gis-data/
http://gisweb.miamidade.gov/GISSelfServices/GeographicData/MDGeogra
phicData.html
Stops:http://www.datafinder.org/metadata/PlannedTransitwayStations.html
#ordering
Lines: http://www.datafinder.org/metadata/TransitwayAlignments.html
https://njgin.state.nj.us/oit/gis/download/NJ_Rail_shp.zip
Stops: http://spatialityblog.com/2010/07/08/mta-gis-data-update/
Lines: http://spatialityblog.com/2010/05/06/mta-data-in-gis-format/
http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/agency/hampton-roads-transit-hrt/
http://www.dvrpc.org/mapping/data.htm
http://raillife.com/2009/07/phoenix-light-rail-map/
http://pittsburghpa.gov/dcp/gis/gis-data
http://developer.trimet.org/gis/
http://www.sacgis.org/GISDataPub/Pages/default.aspx
http://gis.utah.gov/data/sgid-transportation/transit/
http://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=100&fuseaction=home.subcla
sshome
http://dataportal.mtc.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?q=Transportation
http://www.soundtransit.org/Developer-resources/Datadownloads/Download-Data
http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/agency/metro-st-louis/
http://www.gohart.org/about/data_download/data_download.html
http://dcatlas.dcgis.dc.gov/catalog/results.asp?pretype=All&alpha=M
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Figure 21. Demographic Data Allocation Model
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